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As the super-rich junket in World Economic Forum Davos 
Switzerland see what the Corbyn brothers each have to say:- 
 

=> Jeremy Corbyn MP:-  
http://www.morningstaronline.co.uk/a-5306-Dealings-in-faux-concern#.VMF0I9KsWSo 
 
=> Piers Corbyn Astrophysicist:- 

WeatherAction challenges World Economic Forum 
(#WEF) to honest debate on #ClimateChange 
 
The World Economic Forum claims to pride itself on "debating difficult subjects" HA-HAH-HA! 
Their Climate Change 'discussion' is a parade of Climate Bishops desperately bidding to keep the 
Man-made CO2 Climate Change Lie going IN THE INTERESTS OF THE WEALTHIEST 1% OF THE 
WORLD - who have been increasingly reliant on this fraudulent bubble of false value to rob the rest of 
the world via vast green subsidies and hand-outs from carbon/green taxes, dodgy carbon-trading, 
phoney green scams and extortionate food, energy and oil prices (but there is a wobble in oil which is 
why they MUST 'discuss' it). 
 
Piers Corbyn says: "The WEF 
wheel out the deluded Molina Nobel 
prize holder (Chemistry) to trot-out 
incantations to the effect that it is 
unacceptable for society not to 
increase the wealth of the super-rich 
by suiciding its living standards and 
well-being in accord with the 
ClimateChange lie.... 
 
...."I debated with Molina at the 
Congress Of Brilliant Minds Madrid 
19 Oct 2011 -
 http://en.elsercreativo.com/brilliantminds/brilliantmindsII . MOLINA LOST the debate, according to 
people present and evidenced by the fact that the video was not released. His contribution was 
frankly breathtakingly arrogant, stupid, un-scientific and devoid of any evidence to support the warmist 
case whatsoever. Students present were aghast. His 'argument' was "IT (Co2 Warmism) 
is THE OPINION AND THERFORE TRUE". This cretinism is worthy of the Guardian, Independent, 
NewYorkTimes, BBC and AlJazeera (of BigOilStateQatar) 'Science+Environment' departments but 
embarrassing for anyone else with a Nobel prize however dubiously gained, the debate host and 
organisers and sponsors of the Brilliant Minds event. 
I simply showed with real data graphs that there is no evidence in the real world that CO2 changes 
drive world temperatures weather or climate and data shows the relationship is the other way around. 
Since 2011 world cooling and world sea ice-amounts have shown smoothed-out acceleration of 
increases. The CO2 warmist response is to accelerate the level of data fraud - relying on 
increasingly 'adjusted' (upwards) surface 'measurements' (LOL) rather than more reliable 
satellite data. SEE: 
  

07 Jan 2015 WeatherAction News No 03 #ClimateTruth #NHSWinter event at BBCHQ  
Related useful links exposing Temperature data Fraud on industrial scale: 
http://stevengoddard.wordpress.com/2015/01/04/nasa-rewriting-the-past-to-suit-the-needs-of-funding/ 
http://stevengoddard.wordpress.com/2015/01/05/ncdc-breaks-their-own-record-for-data-tampering-in-2014/  

 
WeatherAction challenges The World Economic Forum to real public uncensored evidence-
based debate on so-called Global-Warming and Climate Change; and furthermore points out 
that if any of the WEF participants actually care a jot about terrible suffering and deaths bought 
about by extreme weather events they might care to use WeatherAction's provenly skilled 
warnings of such. 
 



 

 The number of private 
jets screaming into 
Davos shows #WEF 
super-rich hypocrisy 
knows no bounds. 

 
 
 THE FACT is the world 

is cooling using reliable 
satellite data and the 
total amount of sea ice 
is at record high levels. 
The truth is opposite to 
warmist claims.  

 
See above+ and     
http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No11.pdf  
 

 THE FACT IS ALL the CO2 warmist claims since 2000 of no-more snow in UK etc, 
runaway warming, more tornadoes, increase in rate of sea level rise, less sea ice.. 
....etc HAVE FAILED. 

 THE FACT IS that even if the trace gas CO2 (0.04% of atmosphere) had ANY effect 
the idea that Man's contribution (1/25th of the total CO2 flux in and out of the sea and 
land every day) to it rules over all other natural changes (Volcanoes, rotting vegetation, 
termites (who produce 10xMan), etc...) is sub-cretinist. 

 THE FACT IS sea temperature rules the Co2 levels in the atmosphere because sea 
temperatures control the amounts of CO2 which go into the sea. The amount of ANY 
CO2 from any source which could stay in the atmosphere is regulated by the sea so 
attempts at control are useless. Extra Co2 put into the atmosphere will just be 
absorbed by the sea - and vice versa -  to maintain the temperature dependent 
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CONTACTS  , www.WeatherAction.com  02079399946 / 07958713320   http://truthexcites.com , @truthexcites . 
#RepealClimateAct, , #AccountabilityNow, #NHSWinter  #ClimateTruth https://twitter.com/ClimateRealists  
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